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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Mariano Xotla Jiménez has contributed to the dictionary with 7 meanings that we have approved and collected in this
small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not
hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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cual es la parte opuesta al haz de una tela
Opposite to the beam is reverse or backward; its meaning: what is behind or to the other side, back, feel, touch or look
backwards. receive otherwise u opposite of what was expected, a setback

estenografa
stenography is shorthand capabilities: fast write by means of signs or symbols that represent whole words, useful in
making note of a dictation. People who study secretariat should do taqimecanografia courses to take the dicatdo and
then trancribilo machine and submit it to your boss for review and company.

fotozoo
fotozoo: said is the practice of the exclusive fotoggrafia of animals on these or accompanied by persons, mainly pet as a
promotion for the market ( buying and selling ) pet. Collection of photographs of animals to follow their development and
evolution since they are born to their adult State, zoology is supported by the fotozoo for the observation and study of
different animal species.

friguida
friguida is incorrectly written, and should be written as "frigid" being its meaning:<br>Frigid: cold, insensitive, you say of
the people whose response is nil or very lower than the intensity of the stimulus. In the sexual field refers to people who
do not respond to sexual stimuli and instead present rejection.

maleato
The ending - ato - means - derivative - or functional group chemical, e.g. carbonate has inserted a carbon bonded to
other atoms of other compounds or substances. Example carbonate: calcium, sodium; they usually form salts, another
example, calcium sulfate; It says sulfate by the presence of sulphur more calcium. So maleate is a bound, extracted or
combined with another compound or substance derived from Malic acid salt: why they say maleate of: where is derived
or bound. If it says stearate is an ester, palmitate butane butanoate, Palmitic acid, propionoato acid, propionic acid, etc.

que sicnifica cosmobiologicas
Cosmobilogicas: Features, circumstances or situations relating to the forms of life in the cosmos. The land is part of the
cosmos; the study of forms of life in any place of the universe is considered a cosmobilogico study

yaneth
yaneth: is not a Word to give name or refer to a phenomenon or body in honor to the place where it occurred or was
discovered; yaneth is a Variant that is capricious or according to the language of the name of Juana to give elegance to
writing and pronunciation. Example Juana = Ivana, Joana, Jane, Janette Yane, Yanet Yaneth.


